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population presented with suboptimal feeding: a cross-sectional survey
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ABSTRACT
As the number of infants presenting to chiropractors with the problem of suboptimal breastfeeding is increasing,
further questions about this population are raised. The incidence of ankyloglossia (tongue tie) diagnosis appears to
be high in this population. However, there is little literature or clarity on the role of the ankyloglossia in the often
complex clinical presentation of feeding difficulties, particularly on sustaining breastfeeding in the medium to long
term. This study was designed to describe a population of infants presented to a chiropractic teaching clinic with the
problem of suboptimal breastfeeding, and assess this population for diagnosis and management of ankyloglossia.
This will be used as a starting point for further research into these common problems of ankyloglossia and suboptimal
breastfeeding. Inclusion criteria were infants presenting to this clinic with the complaint of feeding difficulties, as
reported by the mother. Data were collected using maternal questionnaires and a total of 131 infants were included
over a period of five months. Ankyloglossia had been diagnosed prior to presentation to the chiropractor in 39%
of infants, and of these, 77% had undergone frenulotomy (tongue tie cut) once or more. Given the high incidence
of ankyloglossia diagnosis and frenulotomy in these infants with persistent feeding difficulties, both the diagnosis
and management of this problem must be reflected upon and questioned. This study highlights a clinical need
for a) clearer diagnostic criteria for ankyloglossia and, b) further research with a focus on sustained breastfeeding
following frenulotomy and other treatments.
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Introduction
There is little consensus worldwide on the impact of ankyloglossia on breastfeeding difficulties, and the impact of frenulotomy on improving breastfeeding in these cases. While
frenulotomy is encouraged in some countries, including the
United States, it is not recommended in Canada or Japan,
and has even been abandoned in the Netherlands.1 Worldwide prevalence estimates vary greatly, partly due to a lack
of definitive diagnostic criteria.1 The current UK guidelines
from the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence
(NICE) state that there is little evidence for frenulotomy in
improving the public health goal of higher long-term breastfeeding rates, and that conservative measures including massaging and exercising the frenulum should be implemented.2
There is growing evidence for the role of musculoskeletal
dysfunctions contributing to suboptimal breastfeeding, and
infants with suboptimal breastfeeding are increasingly presented to the chiropractor.3-6 It was noted in a previous study
that the incidence of ankyloglossia (tongue tie) in a population presented for chiropractic care with suboptimal breastfeeding appeared to be disproportionately high at 58%,7
compared to worldwide estimates of 3-16%.8-11 In cases of
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suboptimal breastfeeding, musculoskeletal issues are also
common,7 and it is anatomically plausible that ankyloglossia and musculoskeletal problems may coexist or even be
directly associated.
It would seem perfectly reasonable to chiropractors, and indeed allied health care professionals, that an adult with tight
hamstrings could have changes in posture and biomechanics of their low back. Similarly, a tight lingual frenulum has
the potential to alter the biomechanics of the tongue, jaw and
neck, and cause the infant to use suboptimal motor patterns
in an attempt to suck.
Further, asymmetries of the head, jaw and neck are common
in infants, and have been associated with birth trauma, birth
intervention and prolonged second stage of labour.12 This is
reflected in the population of infants in this clinic presented
with feeding difficulties, where a higher than expected rate
of birth intervention was demonstrated.7 The importance
of mobility of the tongue has been demonstrated in an ultrasound study, which described wedging of the anterior
tongue between the nipple-areola and the lower lip, and undulation of the posterior tongue.13 This requires the infant to
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be able to a) protrude the tongue as far as the lower lip and,
b) have sufficient movement of the posterior tongue to create
peristalsis and negative pressure.
There is variable interpretation of the role of ankyloglossia in these cases of suboptimal breastfeeding, making evidence informed management difficult. It has been reported
that 50% of infants with ankyloglossia will not encounter
feeding difficulties.1 A systematic review has reported that
there is moderate evidence for the effectiveness of frenulotomy.14 However, this study and many others only measure
outcomes immediately after the frenulotomy has been performed, with no further follow up. This approach has been
criticised for ignoring the potential of placebo effect.1 Further
it does not provide a wider public health context of sustained
breastfeeding, for example amount of breastfeeding at six
months, which is the recommendation of the World Health
Organization.15 One web-based survey regarding the breastfeeding difficulties before and after frenulotomy found that
85% of the types of ankyloglossia were posterior.16 This study
demonstrated post-frenulotomy reduction in presence and
severity of nipple pain in all ankyloglossia classifications,
and improved latch in posterior ankyloglossia.16 However,
it is not clear how long after the procedure the survey was
sent out, and relied on recall of pre- and post-frenulotomy
breastfeeding difficulties at the time of the survey. A high incidence of posterior tongue tie (78%) was also identified in a
prospective cohort study.17 This study used a breastfeeding
self-efficacy scale and a visual analogue scale for nipple pain,
and showed improvements in both of these measurements
after laser frenultomy.17

initial presentation of their infant to a university-affiliated
chiropractic teaching clinic. No recruitment techniques were
utilized and the inclusion criteria was infants presenting to
this chiropractic teaching clinic with feeding difficulties, as
reported by the mother. Exclusion criteria was refusal for
data to be used for research and inability to read English. The
study period was October 2016 to February 2017, with a total
of 131 infants presenting with feeding difficulties during this
time. Questions included infant gender, age, feeding type
and birth type. As part of a larger study, mothers also rated
any difficulty feeding their infant on an 11-point scale, with 0
being no feeding problem, 5 being moderate problem and 10
classified as a serious problem. This question was validated
during the development of the UK Infant Questionnaire,19
and was used at intake and discharge from the clinic. Data
were summarised in Microsoft Excel. The survey was part
of routine intake questionnaires at the clinic, which had been
approved by the AECC Ethics Sub-Committee. All mothers
included in the study signed consent for their infant’s records
to be used for research purposes on an anonymous basis.
Results
A total of 131 infants were included in this initial study. Table 1 shows the demographic profile of infants included. A
limited number of cases had descriptive information about
the feeding outcome following frenulotomy; seven mothers
felt there had been no improvement or worsening in feeding
after frenulotomy and two mothers felt it had made a significant improvement in feeding.
Table 1. Demographic profile of infants attending
chiropractic clinic for breastfeeding problems

The evidence for frenulotomy affecting breastfeeding rates
in the long term is unclear. Another systematic review states
that frenulotomy appears to offer breastfeeding benefits in
approximately 50% of cases.18 However this review only reports follow up breastfeeding outcomes from one study, and
this was number of breastfeeds in a 24-hour period measured
at two weeks after the intervention. Although the number of
breastfeeds did increase in this study, this finding is without
context and therefore does not necessarily support frenulotomy as a means to increase continued breastfeeding.
The lack of clarity in the literature is demonstrated in the
variable approaches to the diagnosis and management of
frenulotomy, and a new perspective is worthy of pursuit.
Therefore, this study was designed to investigate a population with suboptimal breastfeeding for report of ankyloglossia, with a view to inform future study into this common and
complex problem from a musculoskeletal perspective.
Methods and Material
This cross-sectional survey used data that was collected as
part of routine clinical information provided by mothers at
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Figure 1 shows that at the time of initial presentation, 13 infants (10%) had not been assessed for ankyloglossia; 67 (51%)
had been examined and did not have ankyloglossia, and 51
(39%) had been examined and diagnosed with ankyloglossia. Figure 2 shows that of the 51 infants who had a diagnosis
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of ankyloglossia, 12 (23%) had not undergone frenulotomy,
30 (59%) had one frenulotomy, and 9 (18%) had two or more
frenulotomies.
Figure 1. Diagnosis of ankyloglossia prior
to attendance at breastfeeding clinic

reduced to 1.1 at follow up. This is shown in Figure 3. Follow
up questionnaires were completed by mothers on discharge
of the infant from the chiropractic clinic, after an average of
four treatments. There was no further or longer term followup. The patients were discharged as in routine care when the
mothers considered the problem to be resolved or no further
improvement was expected. The average change (improvement) was 76%, which was statistically significant and also
considered to be broadly clinically significant.20
Figure 3. Change in maternal report of feeding
problem after treatment in chiropractic clinic

Figure 2. Management of ankyloglossia prior
to presentation at the chiropractic teaching clinic
Discussion
This was a survey of ankyloglossia in infants presented for
the problem of suboptimal breastfeeding as part of routine
intake information gathered in a chiropractic clinic. Prior to
presentation at the chiropractic clinic, half of the infants had
been examined and told there was no ankyloglossia. Just under half were diagnosed with ankyloglossia and these cases
had undergone variable management prior to presentation
at the chiropractic clinic. As these infants were later presented to the chiropractic clinic with feeding difficulties, it
appears that previous management had not been successful
in resolving the feeding in these cases. What is unknown is
the quality of the treatment that was performed and one cannot discount the potential for a poorly performed surgical
procedure.
There were four key issues highlighted in the results of this
study.
An incidental finding in this study was improvement in
feeding with chiropractic management. At intake, the mean
score of feeding difficulties on a scale from 0-10 was 4.6, this
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1. Diagnosis: what constitutes a valid diagnosis of ankyloglossia?
2. Subgrouping: which babies diagnosed with ankyloglossia
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should undergo frenulotomy, and which should not?
3. Management:
a. insufficient evidence for frenulotomy resolving breastfeeding difficulties, particularly in the medium and long
term
b. insufficient evidence for other modalities in resolving
breastfeeding difficulties associated with a diagnosis of ankyloglossia
The two main issues at the early stage of raising ankyloglossia as a potential problem are first, there are few standardised
validated tools for diagnosing ankyloglossia. Second, there
does not appear to be a validated decision-making tool to
determine which infants with diagnosis of ankyloglossia will
benefit from frenulotomy, and which will not.
There is a standardized tool, the assessment tool for lingual
frenulum function (ATLAFF) developed by Hazelbaker.21
However, this tool has been shown to be too long and complex to use in a busy clinic, and further could not be used for
more 60% of infants who were studied.9
A new instrument, the Bristol Tongue Assessment Tool
(BTAT)22 has been developed with a view to solve those difficulties and to assist practitioners in tongue-tie identification.
Their goal was to devise a four-step simplified procedure,
but this has only recently become available for use and has
not been validated.
It is apparent that despite best efforts at diagnosis and treatment, even frenulotomy does not always solve the problem,
as cases presented to chiropractors had ongoing difficulty
with feeding after the procedure. This raises the question as
to whether frenulotomy is firstly, effective, and secondly, the
appropriate management in all cases. Ankyloglossia may
have been used as a “scapegoat” for the cause of the feeding
problem, with other etiologies not sufficiently investigated.
There is too little research investigating the role of frenulotomy in suboptimal breastfeeding, along with the quality
of the procedure performed, ahead of any other types of intervention, on the effectiveness of frenulotomy on resolving
breastfeeding difficulties, and on the long-term implications
with regards to sustained breastfeeding. A recent systematic
review reported that frenulotomy appears to offer long-term
benefits to breastfeeding in a little over 50% of cases.14 NICE
guidelines highlight that breastfeeding is a complex interaction between mother and infant, and that the evidence for
frenulotomy in supporting breastfeeding is not of high quality.2
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While frenulotomy is routine management once a diagnosis
of ankyloglossia is made, there is little definitive evidence for
long-term effects on breastfeeding. Of the babies diagnosed
with ankyloglossia, more than three-quarters had undergone
frenulotomy. Despite this, these infants were still presented
for further care for the problem of suboptimal breastfeeding.
There is insufficient research into the role of biomechanical
care for the infant prior to or alongside frenulotomy in order to support and sustain the results of the procedure. The
current guideline from the National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence (NICE) for frenulotomy states that conservative measures for ankyloglossia include breastfeeding support, massage of the frenulum and exercising the tongue.2
Chiropractic care has a role in providing musculoskeletal
care and support for these infants. Some research has shown
resolution of breastfeeding problems with chiropractic care.35
However, the care has not been delineated as to whether it
assisted infants who had or had previously had ankyloglossia. Clearly, there is a role for future research that documents
these types of cases, since they are so prevalent.
There are some interesting findings in the demographics. In
previous studies of infants presented to chiropractors, there
has been a slightly higher ratio of male infants to female.23
Studies have also shown that there is a higher rate of ankyloglossia diagnosis in male infants.10,24 In this sample, this ratio
was reversed, 56% were female and 44% were male.
The aims of this study were simply to describe this population of infants presented to a chiropractic clinic with breastfeeding difficulties, with a particular focus on ankyloglossia
status. As such, this study provides more questions than
answers. Further, the numbers are too small to define any
indications beyond some possible trends. However, it does
point out the great need for additional modalities of care for
ankyloglossia beyond frenulotomy, and for research to be
undertaken into those types of care.
Conclusions
Ankyloglossia was a common problem in this population
with suboptimal breastfeeding. Further study to define a
valid diagnosis of ankyloglossia, subgroups of suboptimal
breastfeeding including ankyloglossia, and subsequent appropriate management, are essential. In addition, alternative
or combined treatment options in the management of ankyloglossia should be investigated for effectiveness, including
musculoskeletal care to address associated tissues and biomechanics.
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